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54in. VERTICAI BAIID RE-SAlt TYPE EH/T

An up-to-the-minute self-centring or gauge-cutting

Band Re-Saw with four-roller feed. Specially de-

signed for high-speed gauge or centre sawingn also

bevel sawing and boxboard protluction. Finger-tip

setting of rollers for speedy hantlling of timbers of
varying widths. Ideal for fast conversion of squares

or cants into scantlings, deals, boards, etc.

Machine from outfeed end,

o. 3060
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MAIN FEATURES

Floating top wheel housíng with power tensioning

S troining device completely enclosed.

Eøsy ftting and control of sa,tv.

Satu guides above and below table; sa,w and
wheels continually cleaned.

Rapid and positive screw and lever adjustment o.f

feed rollers.

Tilting feed rollers quickly chonged from
centre to gauge sawing.

Left-hand ín-feed roller can be locked in line or
indep end ent ly sp r ing- lo ade d.

Six rstes offeed.

Pivotal mounting of top wheel housing. Power tensioning motor has
cover removed to show chain drive. Note centralized lubricating
reservoir and distribution points.

Close-up showìng wheel scrapers and pads, also switchfor top wheel
power tensioning motor.

THE MAIN FRAME
is a substantial cored casting forming
a very rigid base on which all the
other parts are firmly supported,
either directly or indirectly.

THE SAW WHEELS
are high duty cast-iron plate. type
machined all over, ground and
balanced. They are mounted on
nickel-alloy spindles carried by mas-
sive roller bearings. The wheel end
bearings are mounted within the
wheel rims' widths-thus ensuring
true running of the wheels even
under the heaviest loads.

The sensitive floating-type top
wheel housing is fulcrum-mounted
on a vertical slide, and is instantly
responsive to any saw variations.
Power adjustment is provided for the
top saw wheel, with handwheel for
supplementary adjustment. A scale
with pointer indicates when the saw
is in tension. A tilting adjustment is
provided to determine and control
the position of the saw blade on the
faces of the wheels, and incorporates
a cross-aligning adjustment.

THE FACES
of both top and bottom wheels are
ground after the wheels have been
mounted on their respective spindles,
and crowned faces are supplied
unless the order states otherwise.

GUARDS
which are quickly and easily removed
for changing saws, are provided for
the top saw wheel, the portion of the
saw which is not actually cutting,
and that part of the bottom saw
wheel which is above the floor level.

CLEANING DEVICES
consist of pads for the saw, also
scrapers and pads for the wheels,
each independently spring-loaded.
The pads are fed with cleaning fluid

Feed gear tilted for bevel sawing,
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54 in. VERTIGAT BAilll RE-SAUI TYPE EH/T
from a centralised reservoir to keep
the saw and wheels lree of dust and
gum. The setting of the top wheel
scraper and pad is unaffected bY the
tilting and cross-aligning adjust-
ments. Additionally, a reservoir and
pads are incorporated in the top saw
guide to lubricate the saw immediate-
ly before it enters the timber.

THE STRAINING DEVICE
for the saw is particularly sensitive.
It consists ol a weighted lever work-
ing on hardened steel knife edges
with cushioned sectional weights to
give the required strain-all hotlsed
within the main frame.

SAW GUIDES
with adjustable and interchangeable
pads made from material with self-
lubricating properties, are provided
above and below the table. The
bottom guide is designed as a hood
to pick up dust at the Point of
generation, and is suitable for con-
necting to an exhaust Plant.

THE FEED GEAR
consists ol two 7 in. (178 mm.)
diameter infeed rollers and two 5 in.
(127 mm.) diameter outfeed rollers.
The left-hand infeed roller is norm-
ally fluted and the remainder smooth,
but to special order all rollers can be

either fluted or smooth. The rollers
are ball-bearing mounted and are
easily removable.

The four vertical feed rollers have
screw and lever adjustment for
rapid and positive setting, with rules
and pointers to show the exact
distance from the saw to each pair of
rollers. They are normally arranged
to operate as simultaneous double
pressure rollers lor automatically
centring the timber. Alternatively,
the right-hand pair can be locked in
any desired position, the left-hand
pair remaining as powered pressure

rollers, and the machine used as a

powerful gauge-cutting band re-saw.
In this instance the left-hand infeed
roller can be locked in line with the

Principal Dimens¡ons and Gode Tilord

left-hand outfeed roller or arranged
to be independently springJoaded
to enable boards of slightly varying
thicknesses to be fed continuously
and end-butted.

The feed roller units are mounted on
unique anti-lriction rollerways giving
super-sensitive response. Continuous
steel strips protect the movement
from the entry of dust, etc. The
whole feed assembly is adjustable in
the direction of the leed to keep the
pressure point near to the saw teeth

and provide a firm true hold for the
timber being cut.

To assist the entry of timbers a foot
pedal is provided. Depression of the
pedal opens both sets of feed rollers
simultaneously, if set for centre saw-
ing, or the pressure rollers only, il
gauge sawing.

The whole of the feed unit, including
the horizontal anti-friction infeed
roller, tilts up to l0 degrees for bevel
sawing, and is so arranged that no re-
adjustment is needed to either the

feed drive tightener or the foot
control pedal.

RATES OF FEED
Six rates of feed are provided through
a gearbox, viz:-between 30 ft. and
180 ft. (9m.14 and 54m.86) per
minute or, to special order, between
40 ft. and 240 ft. (l2m.l9 and 73m. 15)
per minute. The feed can be started
or stopped instantly by the move-
ment of a single hand lever.

Diameter of saw wheels 54 in. 1m37

Maximum width of saw 7 in. 178 mm.

Maximum depth under top saw guicle 16 in 406 mnr.

Maximum width between saw and gauge rollers 6 in. 152 mm.

Maximum width between saw and left-hand feed rollers 12 in. 305 mm.

B.H.P. of main driving motor 50

B.H.P. of power tensioning motor

Space occupied: Length

Width looking in direction of feed

8 ft. 6 in.

l0 ft. 6 in.

2m59

3m2

Net weight 14,056 lb. 6,377 kg.

Gross weight 16,'t72 lb. 7,607 ks.

Shipping measurement 705 cu. ft. 19.96 m.s

Code rvord CENEH

antl nteasurentents are stoted as correüly as possible, but are not guaranreed,

Leaftet No. 2gg 25c 4.64 Printed in England
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